We suggest that long-distance Yang-Mills theory is more conveniently described in terms of electric rather than the customary magnetic vector potentials. On this basis we propose as an effective Lagrangian for this regime the most simple gauge-invariant (under the magnetic rather than electric gauge group) and Lorentz-invariant Lagrangian which yields a 1 I q 4 gluon propagator in the Abelian limit. The resulting classical equations of motion have solutions corresponding to tubes of color electric flux quantized in units of e /2 (e is the Yang-Mills coupling constant). To exponential accuracy the electric color energy is contained in a cylinder of finite radius, showing that continuum Yang-Mills theory has excitations which are confined tubes of color electric flux. This is the criterion for electric confinement of color.
I. INTRODUCTION
Yang-Mills theory is most easily expressecl in terms of equations for the vector potentials A~(x); the Yang-Mills Lagrangian is simple in terms of these potentials and the short-distance properties of the theory are also conveniently described in this way. The long-distance properties, however, are not. The correlation functions of these operators are apparently singular at long distance presumably reflecting, in some complicated and as yet not understood way, the confining properties of Yang-Mills theory. It seems unlikely, therefore, that there is any simple description of the long-distance behavior of Yang-Mills theory in terms of A~(x); indeed, substantial progress toward understanding confinement has so far been made only for lattice Yang-Mills theory, where the natural variables are gauge-invariant Wilson loops.
On the other hand, the Yang-Mills vacuum is a relativistic dielectric medium, and the correlation functions for the vector potentials describe the properties of this medium. The Schwinger-Dyson equations are an infinite set of coupled equations relating the correlation functions and determining self-consistently the vacuum dielectric properties. They are of the same structure as the equations giving the dielectric properties of any condensed matter medium. The question we must face, then, is how can we extract information from the relations among these gauge-variant singular functions and how this information can best be used to obtain physical predictions about Yang-Mills theory at long range.
In the past 1 we have studied a truncated version of the Schwinger-Dyson equations obtained by expressing the three-point correlation function r in terms of the twopoint current correlation function II (the vacuum polari-31 zation) according to the simplest possibility consistent with gauge invariance. This reduced the SchwingerDyson equations to a single nonlinear integral equation for 11 . which had the general structure of the integral equation for the dielectric constant in a many-body system. The vacuum polarization is the zero-field dielectric constant, and the truncation procedure expresses the field-dependent part of the dielectric constant back in terms of the dielectric constant itself.
We showed first numerically 2 and then analytically 3 that this equation had a solution for which the Fourier transform of the dielectric constant E(q 2 ) behaved like (q 2 /M 2 ) as q 2 -+0, where M 2 is an undetermined renormalization-group-invariant mass scale (these results were confirmed by a more thorough analytical study of this equation by Atkinson and Johnson) . 4 In this solution the gluon propagator DA(q 2 )=1/q 2 E(q 2 ) behaves like (M 2 /q 4 ) as q 2 -+0.
Because of this singular low-momentum behavior of the gluon propagator it is not possible to use the Dyson equations beyond the stage we have already studied. This again reflects the problems of using vector potentials to calculate the long-distance properties of Yang-Mills theory. To obtain further information we must go beyond the Dyson equations and abandon the use of vector potentials.
In coordinate space our solution of the Dyson equations means that in the simplest long-distance approximation the Yang-Mills vacuum behaves as a linear dielectric medium with dielectric constant E and magnetic permeability J-t=l/E where E=a 2 /M 2 . The magnetic H field and the electric displacement vector D are then. related to the electric color field E and magnetic color field B by the equations (Ll) (1. 2) (1.3) Since Eqs. (1.1), (1.2) , and (1.3) are linear the color indices play c no role. These equations summarize what we have learned from our solution of the Dyson equations and Ward identities and provide the starting point for constructing a consistent long-distance theory.
We wish to emphasize, however, that this paper does not rest on our study of the truncated Dyson equations and Ward identities. Here our starting point is only that the gluon propagator, for whatever reason, and in some gauge, behaves like 1/q 4 in the infrared; that is, the twopoint proper vertex function, in some gauge, behaves like II v-q 2 (q 2 Bp.v-qp.qv)· These statements are equivalent tci the statement that the dielectric medium in the weakfield limit, in some gauge, is described by Eqs. (1.1) , (1.2) , and (1.3). Our purpose here is to construct, given the above conditions, a phenomenological long-range YangMills theory. As has already been pointed oui 5 • 6 Eqs.
(1.1); (1.2) , and (1.3) already describe some of the properties of a confining theory. They yield a long-range linear potential between color electric charges and a vanishing long-range force between color magnetic charges, which ~s a concrete realization of 't Hooft's theorem tllat · electnc and magnetic confinement are mutually exclusive. 7 However since Eqs. (1.1), (1.2) , and (1.3) describe an Abelian theory they clearly cannot account for the nonlinear dynamics of long-distance Yang-Mills theory. In particular electric flux is not confined to narrow tubes but spreads out through all space.
In an earlier paper 8 we tried to account for these nonlinear effects by constructing a gauge-invariant effective Lagrangian .?(A) which yielded Eqs. ( (1.2) , and (1.3). In the Cl' language the modified equations· are obtained by replacing -M 2 ;a 2 by -M 2 /a 2 -l!f 2 in 2"max(CI'). Equation (2.5) is then replaced by
it is convenient to choose Cl' and Fp.v as independent variables in order to eliminate the 1 ;a 2 factor in 2"MAX(CI'). To do this we replace Eq. (2.9) by 2"MAX(CwF~'"). The idea of our approach is then the following. Because of asymptotic freedom the Yang-Mills Lagrangian (3.1), augmented by simple corrections, is the effective Lagrangian describing short-distance Yang-Mills theory. Because of Mandelstam's work short-distance Yang-Mills theory could in principle be described in terms of electric vector potentials cl', but as indicated above it woUld be extremely complicated. We will see that at long distance the situation is reversed and that the effective longdistance Lagrangian 2"(C) is simple when expressed in terms of electric vector potentials Cl' and hence necessari-. ly complicated when expressed in terms of the Aw [In particular the effective Lagrangian ( 1.8) cannot be adequate to describe the long-distance Yang-Mills theory.] We will not need Mandelstam's explicit construction of the operators Cl' in order to construct 2"(C). We only need that 2"(C) is invariant under the transformations (3.2) of the magnetic color gauge group and that in the Abelian limit it generates Eqs. (1.1)-(1.3). Furthermore we assume that 2"( C) is the minimal Lagrangian having these properties. We assume 2" (C) is minimal because in the linear Abelian theory the C !' propagator develops a mass and hence the C !' field falls off rapidly at large distances. Thus higher-order terms in the expansion of 2" (C) in the variables C I' can be neglected at long dis-tances. This contrasts with the higher-order corrections to 2'(A) [ The Lagrangian (3.5), aside from an additional term, will be the Lagrangian describing long-distance YangMills theory. Before we obtain the final form for 2 ' we again emphasize that the Lagrangian (3.5) is not equivalent to any Lagrangian which has a simple structure in terms of the magnetic potentials Aw In particular, it differs fundamentally from the Lagrangian (1.8) even though both reduce in the Abelian limit to (2.10) and (1.5), respectively, which are equivalent.
More generally the Lagrangian (3.5) is essentially different from any non-Abelian Lagrangian which can be expressed simply in terms of magnetic vector potentials. Thus if it, or· any other Lagrangian which has a simple structure in terms of the electric vector potentials C w correctly describes long-distance Yang-Mills theory, then any simple approach based entirely upon the use of magnetic vector potentials AIL is likely to be inadequate. The remark applies to the previous work of the present authors based on the Lagrangian (1.8), and perhaps as well to semiclassical methods in which certain simple configurations of the magnetic vector potential AIL are assumed to dominate the functional integral.
It is convenient to make some scale changes in Eq. (3.5). We let
The new distance and fields are all dimensionless, and the fields are renormalization-group invariant. Then Eq. (3.5) becomes 
where"'" /.2, and /.3 are constants. We will see that only certain ranges of A,i are possible and that the parameters A,i determine the strength of the gluon condensate.
The quantity f M is the basic length scale in the theory;
we shall from now on denote it by
Mt=fM.
The combination M lg=41reM is the other renormalization-group-invariant mass which naturally appears. It is convenient, for simplicity in writing, to just call this M:
In this new notation we then have
Adding a term -W(FIL11 ) to Eq. (3.9), we obtain our final expression for the action S = J dx 2' describing long-distance Yang-Mills theory:
Varying FILv inS then gives the equations of motion
BFILV while varying CIL yields the equations of motion
(3.14)
Note that the function W enters only in Eq. (3.13), which is the non-Abelian generalization of Eqs. (2.3) giving the relation of B and E to the potentials C IL via the dielectric properties of the vacuum. For simplicity we will from now on use the symbol 9 IL to denote 9 IL( C).
We next write the equations of motion (3.12) and (3.13) in terms of the fields D, H, E, and B. We define D and H in terms of CIL by the equations Hk=Gok> EijkDk=Gij, (3.15) where GILv is defined by Eq. (3.9). Equation (3.15) We _first note that since cf.' and Fpv are vector and tensor fields, respectively, Lorentz invariance requires that the vacuum described by the classical solutions (3.13) and (3.14) have FJLv=CJL=O, and hence is the trivial vacuum. Determination of the true vacuum requires studying Eq. (3.13) and (3.14) beyond the classical approximation so that vacuum expectation values of Lorentz-and gaugeinvariant operators like F't)PF~: can be calculated. However, if we look for solutions to Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) corresponding to nonvacuum solutions such as electric flux tubes or glueballs, then Fpv or CJL can take on nonvanishing values because the orientation of the excitation selects a preferred direction in space (e.g., the axis of the electric flux tube). Furthermore the value of FJLv at large distances from the disturbance should reflect the properties of the true vacuum. We can thus· obtain information about the vacuum expectation values by finding the large-distance behavior of F I'" for a nonvacuum solution of the classical equations (3.13) and (3.14). This is analogous to the situation in an isotropic (Heisenberg) ferromagnet for which the expectation value of any component of the magnetic field B vanishes since the ferromagnet can have any orientation. Only (B 2 )':F0. However in th~ presence of a disturbance (no matter how weak) which selects at a direction in space (the z axis),
In a similar way we should hav.e
where F ~'" is the large-distance limit of a nonvacuum solution cif Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14).
The above comments (in more general terms) indicate that tensor "Higgs" fields can be used to produce spontaneous symmetry breakdown. Scalar Higgs fields f/J are usually used since any tensor must have a vanishing vacuum expectation value and hence cannot produce spontaneous symmetry breaking in the classical approximation. However, tensor fields can have nonvanishing expectation values for nonvacuum solutions of the classical equations and the large-distance values of these solutions are related to. the vacuum properties of the theory. A nonvanishing large-distance value of a tensor field is analogous to the large-distance value of a scalar Higgs field f/J, corresponding to the nonvacuum solution of a set of classical equations involving 4J The difference in the case of scalar fields is that this limiting value of 4J is also a solution of the vacuum equations.
Our electric-flux-tube solutions will give a concrete realization of the use of tensor fields to produce spontaneous symmetry breaking. This idea is of course not restricted to Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), or to QCD. It might also be relevant for weak and electromagnetic interactions or for grand unified theories. The fact that the vacuum of any gauge theory is a dielectric medium means that, aside from the fundamental non-Abelian gauge field and field tensor, there naturally appears a second tensor containing the D and H vectors. Because of the complicated dielectric properties of the vacuum, this tensor cannot be explicitly determined in terms of the original gauge fields, and hence must appear as an independent dynamical variable in the effective L~grangian. The new tensor field can provide the mechanism for spontaneous symmetry breakdown of this Lagrangian. The fields F p,v appearing in the action Eq. (3.12) provide a concrete realization of this. Of course the general case does not refer specifically to a color electric or color magnetic gauge group. Which one is relevant depends upon the dynamics. In the particular example of the Lagrangian (3.12) the dynamical variables correspond to the set C~',F~'".
Let us now show how these ideas apply in the problem of determining a static electric-flux-tube solution of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14). We choose the z axis along the direction of the flux tube and introduce cylindrical coordinates r, t/J, and z. Then (3.20) , and (3.23) determine the vector potential C and the electric field E. The action then reduces to (3.20) , (3.12), and (3.22) for the case that the gauge group is SU(2). We make the following ansatz for the electric and magnetic fields:
where Eisa function of the cylindrical coordinate r. The electric field then lies along the z axis in ordinary space and the 3 axis in color space, while the magnetic field lies . in the l-2 plane in color space. We choose the vector potential to have the structure The H .and D vectors then have the same nonvanishing color components as B and E. We take C0 and C to be functions only of r. Then D will also lie along the z axis, while H will have components in the r ·and tP directions.
This suggests that we take 
9).
It is convenient to express the solution (a) in terms of the vector B+:=B1+iB2. where n is an integer.
The solutions of Eqs. Geometrically, when n = 1, the radial and tangential components of B remain radial and tangential as they rotate around the cylinder axis, so that after going all the way around, B 1 and B2 have rotated exactly once (see Fig.   1 ). Fot n > 1, the B vector rotates n times during onerevolution around the axis; thus at an intermediate stage in the rotation what started out as radial and tangential components do not remain so 14 (see Fig. 2 ).
We can also solve Eqs. Next we determine the leading correction to the largedistance behavior of C, C0 , E, B 1, and B 2 • We define functions g" g 2 ,j,j" and/2 as
The constants A., A.+, A._, and ' TJ are functions of the parameters x,z,w:
where 'C and bare determined in terms of x; z, and w by Eqs. (6.2). Each positive value of a which is a root of Eq. (6.5) generates a solution which dies exponentially. This means that the linearization of Eqs. (4.13)-(4.19) used to generate the large-distance solution is justified and Eq. (6.4) is a valid large-distance solution of these equations. Equation (6.5) is a fifth-order equation in the variable a 2 • Suppose it has five distinct positive roots. ,Equation (5.24) then gives five linearly independent solutions which have physically acceptable asymptotic behavior. On the other hand, it is easy to show that Eqs. (4.13}-(4.19} have five linearly independent solutions which have the following acceptable behavior at the origin: On the other hand, if Eq. (6.5) has a negative root for a 2 , the solution oscillates at long distances and is not physically acceptable .. Then there are no longer five linearly independent long-distance solutions and hence not enough freedom to match the five linearly independent short-distance solutions. Equations (4.13)-(4.19) then have no regular solutions. Next suppose Eq. (6.4) has a pair of complex conjugate solutions for a 2 with positive real part. These roots will yield a long-distance solution which is a product of an oscillating function and an exponentially vanishing function.
The long-distance behavior of the solution should be determined by the masses mi of the lowest-lying states (glueballs) which couple to the flux tube. Thus at long distances the solution should decrease like a sum of exponentials e-m;', and should not contain any oscillating factors. For this reason we have chosen the parameters x, z, and w so that all the roots a 2 are real and positive. · Using the above results we can now show that the pure electric problem described by the Lagrangian Eq. (4.3) has no solution. We can obtain the equations for the pure electric problem from Eqs. (4.13)-(4.19) by making the following substitution: Hence the magnetic field must be nonvanishirtg at large distances. Recall that in our dielectric medium described by electric vector potentials C, the magnetic field B plays the role of -D in a normal dielectric medium. Therefore at large distances B is the magnetic dipole moment per volume of magnetic charge density, since H-->-0 as r->-oo. The distribution of magnetic charge density in the Yang-Mills vacuum plays the crucial role in producing a confined electric flux tube, just the electrically charged Cooper pairs of the superconducting state are responsible for quantized magnetic vortices.
To solve Eqs. (4.13)-(4.19) we must vary the parameters x, y, and w so that all the roots of Eq. (6.5) are positive. We have not done a thorough investigation of this problem, but have found that when ~ =0 it is easy to ob- This corresponds to b = 1. 3. In Fig. 3 we plot the vector potential C and its radial derivative versus the dimensionless distance r. In Fig. 4 we plot the electric field E(r) and the electric displacement vector D(r)= -{1/r) (d/dr) [rC(r) ]. The confined nature of the electric flux is evident. In Fig. 5 we plot B 1 and B2 • Note that they remain close at all distances before approaching their asymptotic constant value of 1.3. In Fig. 6 we plot rJF(r) where JF is the energy density given by (4.21) and (4.22) . The string tension is positive and has the value
K=15.5M 2 •
Finally we list in Table I The actio~ (3.12), for any choice of W(Fp,vl which vanishes when FJL" is Abelian, yields a theory which is invariant under non-Abelian transformations of the color magnetic gauge group, and which in the Abelian limit describes a linear dielectric medium with €=-V 2 • Furthermore, in the theory described by the action (3.12) there either exist tubes of quantized electric flux [solutions (5.9a) or (5.9b)] or. else all fields vanish at large distances as in the perturbative vacuum [solution (5.9c)]. Which of these solutions is realized depends upon the properties of W. The flux-tube solution will be realized provided W has the following properties: (1) W has a nontrivial minimum; i.e., there exist solutions of Eq. (6.1) with b=f=O. (2) W has the right curvatures at the minimum so that the deviations of the solutions from their large-distance limiting values decrease exponentially. For the particular case of our sixth-order expression (4.17) for W, this meant that Eq. (6.5) has five positive roots. The parameters 'A, 'A+, 'A_, and TJ in Eq. (6.5) are d~termined by W according to Eq. (6.6). For the case of a general W (having the correct symmetry properties) the same Eq. (6.5) remains valid, where the parameters 'A, 'A+, 'A_, and TJ are determined in terms of the second derivatives of W at the minimum rather than by Eq. (6.6).
The existence of a flux-tube solution thus depends only upon a few general properties of W. However, the predictive power of the theory depends upon the sensitivity of physical results to the detailed structure of W. From Table I we obtain some information about the sensitivity of the string tension to the parameters determining W. Let us now see how other physical quantities depend upon w.
Since the electric field vanishes at large distances from the flux tube while the magnetic color fields B 1 and B 2 are nonvanishing, the flux tube orients the one and two components of the color magnetic field at large distances, while B3 and all three components of the color electric field at large distances remain random as in the vacuum. As discussed in Sec. IV, if fluctuations are not large we should expect that the vacuum expectation value of the operator Bi 0 P is of the order of the square of B 1 at large distances from the flux tube; i.e.,
( BfOP}vac"'='g2M4b2 ' (7 
for we then have from Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5)
where a, =e 2 /41T.
The assumption on which (7.6) is based is that the asymptotic magnetic fields B 1 and B2, in the presence of an electric flux tube; have the same magnitude as do the fluctuating fields B?P and B?P in the physical vacuum .. The flux tube aligns the fields but does not change their magnitude.
We could, however, instead make the assumption that the flux tube leaves unchanged the Lorentz-invariant combination F~~F'Q'P. If we do this, then (7.6) would be replaced by (7.7) a result three times smaller. We do not know which of these two assumptions is more plausible, and the difference between (7.6) and (7.7) therefore indicates the degree of uncertainty in our estimate of G2 • For specific numerical calculations, we shall make use of (7.7) in what follows.
The operator F 1 w on the left-hand side of Eq. (7.5) is the usual Yang-Mills field tensor defined in terms of the potentials A,... As mentioned earlier, the quantities F 1 w and tE,_.v'A(l'"¥ are related by an unknown color matrix. Furthermore as pointed out by Mandelstam 12 one cannot even make the identification, Eq. (7.5), because of singularities in the product of operators at the same point. However if we neglect such problems and provisionally accept the identification (7.5), then we obtain Eq. (7.6) or (7.7) determining the product b 2 M 4 in terms of G2• Although this relation involves assumptions we cannot as yet justify, it makes explicit how a vacuum correlation function can be related to the asymptotic limit of a nonvacuum problem in the classical approximation.
The quantity G2 has been calculated in SU(2) lattice gauge theory 17 with the result G2 ::=z0.42K 2 • Taking the string tension to be its experimentru value of about 0.2 OeV 2 then gives G2 ::=z0.017 OeV 4 , which is roughly the value determined from QCD sum rules. 18 A further constraint on W can be obtained by using the SU(2) relation 17 (7.8) where Evac is the difference between the energy of the nonperturbative vacuum in the energy of the perturbative vacuum. Equation (7.8) We can compare this with Evac calculated from the large-distance limit of the Hamiltonian density (3.24).
Since E-o as r-oo, the only term which remains is W. The scale M is determined by the string tension, and the scale M 1 can then be found from Evac·
In Table II we list M 2 , G2, and M/ for the four solutions listed in Table I , in order to indicate how these physical quantities depend upon the choice of W. We must remember that these formulas for G2 and Evac involve assumptions and should be regarded only as estimates. These should be compared with the result for SU(2) lattice gauge thebry, G 2 ::=z0.42K 2 • (The parameters in the four solutions were not ~pecifically chosen to fit/ this quantity because of the uncertainty in how to estimate to G2.) We see that although in most cases the quantities have the right order of magnitude there is significant sensitivity to the choice of W. Using the experimental value of about 0.2 OeV 2 forK the value of M ranges from 113 to 153 MeV, while the value of M 1 varies from 400 to 700 MeV. We recall that the size of the flux tube is determined by the mass aM 1 [see Eq. (6.4) ). This ranges from 255 MeV to 1 OeV for the different solutions. This mass is related to the lowest glueball mass. We have shown that the action (3.12) describing longdistance Yang-Mills theory in terms of electric vector potentials C JL and dual tens~rs F pv yields a confining theory.
We have studied to some extent the sensitivity of the parameters of the flux-tube solution to the choice of the potential W. This question must be studied more carefully to see whether the action (3.12) can become a quantitative tool for studying long-distance gluon physics. There is also the possibility that one can find physical principles which could specify W in more detail. Such principles must of course go beyond gauge invariance and our solution of the Dyson equation which to a large extent leave · W undetermined. In the meantime we are looking for solutions of Eqs. (3.19)-(3.23) which could correspond to glueballs to check the applicability of the action to other problems.
Aside from the relevance of the specific action (3.12), some of the general ideas presented here may prove useful. The first is that electric vector potentials are natural variables for studying long-distance hadron physics and they can be used concretely to obtain physical results. The second is that it is natural to use tensor fields to describe
